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Panic alarm system in cars

The last part looked at door sensors, one of the car's basic alarm systems. Today, only the cheapest car alarm packages rely solely on door sensors. Advanced alarm systems mostly depend on impact sensors to prevent thieves and vandals. The idea of a shock sensor is quite simple: If someone hits,
argues or otherwise moves your car, the sensor sends a signal to the brain indicating the intensity of the movement. Depending on the severity of the impact, the brain signals the warning horn beep or records a full-scale alarm. There are many different ways to build a shock absorber. One simple sensor
is a long, flexible metal contact placed just above another metal contact. You can easily set these contacts as a simple switch: When you touch them together, there's power between them. A noticeable concussion causes the elastic touch to swing so that it touches the touch below and performs the
circuit briefly. The problem with this design is that any blows or vibrations close the circuit in the same way. The brain has no way of measuring the intensity of the concussion, which leads to a lot of false alarms. More advanced sensors emit different data depending on how severe the impact is. The
design shown below, patented by Randall Woods in 2000, is a good example of such a sensor. This content is incompatible on this device. The sensor has only three main elements: a central electrical contact in the cylinder caseSensual smaller electrical contacts at the bottom of the case Metal ball,
which can move freely in the case In any possible resting position, the metal ball touches both the central electric contact and one of the smaller electrical contacts. This completes the circuit that sends an electrical current to the brain. Each little contact is connected to the brain in this way, through
different circuits. When you move the sensor by hitting it or shaking it, the ball rotates in the case. When it rolls away from one of the smaller electrical contacts, it disconnects the connection between the contact and the central contact. This opens the switch and tells the brain that the ball has moved. As it
rolls forward, it passes over other contacts, closes each circuit and opens it back until it finally stops. If the sensor experiences a more serious impact, the balloon rolls at a greater distance and bypasses more smaller electrical contact before stopping. When this happens, the brain receives short bursts of
power from all individual circuits. Based on how many eruptions it receives and how long they last, the brain can determine the severity of the shock. In very small shifts, where the ball rolls only from one touch to the next, the brain may not trigger an alarm at all. In slightly larger shifts, when someone hit a
car, -- it may give a warning signal: tapping the horn and flashing the headlights. When the ball rotates a good distance, the brain connects the siren to a full blast. In many modern alarm systems, shock absorbers are primary theft detectors, but they are usually connected to other devices. In the following
sections, we look at other types of sensors that tell the brain when something is wrong. car keys image clear Fotolia.com two types of alarms are available for the car. Drivers can purchase a passive or active alarm system. The passive alarm system requires user intervention to activate, while the active
alarm does not. The active alarm is triggered automatically, usually several minutes after the ignition has been switched off or when the car door is opened and closed. Otherwise, you can set the alarm with the key fob, which also locks and opens the doors. Take the key fob and locate the lock button.
The lock button can be used to read Lock with Small Print or it may contain a picture of the lock in the locked position. Press the lock button once. Press it quickly and apply pressure. Don't keep it down. Listen to the beeping sound. Some vehicles activate the alarm after pressing one button. If it doesn't
beep, you'll hear all the doors lock. Press the lock button again to activate the alarm. car key and remote control isolated image from Nikolai Fotolia.com Most vehicles now have some kind of alarm system that comes as a standard feature when you buy a car. However, you can turn off the alarm or
disable your vehicle's alarm system completely. There are two ways you can do this. One just turns off the alarm when it rings, the other prevents the alarm from ringing at all. Press the Open button on the car remote control to turn off the car alarm if it starts to sound. You can also insert the key into the
car and unlock the door if it sounds before unlocking the vehicle. This will turn off the alarm when it rings. Find the fuse that controls your car alarm. Fuses send electricity to different parts of your vehicle. Open the operating instructions for your car and see the Fuse section. Remove the fuse that sends
electricity to the car alarm. Most likely, this fuse is under the hood of your car (fuses inside the car usually run out of the car battery, but the alarm system works when your car is not on). The user guide must include a photo or diagram showing where the fuse box is in your car model. Removing the fuse
may need pliers, as some of them are quite difficult to remove. Removing the fuse will disable the alarm until you replace the fuse. Jupiterimages/liquidlibrary/Getty Images Few things compete shaken by a car alarm, only to look out and see the neighborhood stray cat - and the owner of the car - Guilty.
Alarms can go off from all the loud noise to forgetting to disassemble it before opening the door. Knowing how car alarms work, you can restore a little domestic peace to your block. At its simplest, a car alarm is just a simple computer, sensor, siren and remote control for setting and disarming the alarm.
When the sensor detects an intrusion or other input that is beyond the tolerance allowed, the alarm computer turns on the siren, which makes loud noises to prevent the thief from continuing his work. More advanced alarms include an in-drive device that prevents the car from starting, search systems that
alert the vehicle owner to the activation of the alarm, and even the ability to tune and de-alarm over the Internet. Basic alarms use a single voltage sensor to determine when a theft or attempted burglary is made. This sensor monitors the static voltage of the car's electrical system and triggers an alarm
when it detects a drop in voltage, such as when the door or trunk is opened and the interior lights come on. Starting or switching off the car also starts the voltage sensor. The most common form of sensor found in car alarm systems are impact or vibration sensors, which detect when someone or
something is trying to move or get into the vehicle. The movement triggers an alarm. Impact sensors are one- and two-phase. Single-phase sensors only detect the heavy effect of forced door or glass breakage, but the two-phase siren is warned of a light effect before the alarm is triggered to a completely
heavier effect. These sensors are often subjected to false alarms about the alarm of animals jumping into the vehicle, the vibration of a heavy lorry passing by, or the vibration of loud noises such as stereos or hard exhaust. As a result, these sensors can usually be adjusted according to sensitivity to
reduce false alarms. Simple switches can be placed on hoods, doors and frames to activate the alarm when any of these are opened when the alarm is armed. When the door is opened, the switch closes and the alarm triggers the siren. This is a great way to make a PA system If you have old computer
speakers that you don't use, and make sure they work with the mobile app if you're using an iPod, if you're using a tape recorder, record your siren sound Turn the speakers in and turn on your iPod or tape recorder. I really hope this helped you. It's about how you can sound an alarm without expensive
equipment. That's going to take very little, too. materials wire bar magnets reed switch tape paper battery holder buzzer door Intruders :) connect the battery/holder to the wall with tape (see figure) attach the downward-flowing wires.attach the reed switch to the hanging cable when the battery closes, but
do not touch the door when the reed switch comes close to the magnet that both parts attract, causing come together and continue the flow of electricity. Fasten the magnet with tape to the inside of the door so it can swing. Then this should go to the buzzer. Attach the other wire that flows upwards (see
red wire) attach the last two wires so that the circuit is ready now that the tank magnet comes close to the blind switch, it buzzes. Remove the piece of tape from the appliance under the magnet and grid switch (see figure). Now you can put a piece of thick paper between the magnet and the reed switch
from the outside and walk in without it going. You may have to adjust it to your wishes. Thank you for looking at my guided tours! Hi! I'm new here. I want to know if I can connect these types of speakers ( ) to this amplifier ( ) or to this ( )? I want to mention that I want to buy two pairs of speakers. If not,
which amplifier do I need (can I increase the impedance of speakers instead of changing the amplifier?) Thank you! You, you!
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